Researchers have typically studied the effects of Test-First Development (TFD), compared to Test-Last Development (TLD), across groups or projects, and for relatively short durations. We defined Test-With Development (TWD) as more general than the fine-grained step of TFD, but also in contrast to the large-grained phase of TLD. With our definition, we performed a multiple comparative study to explore and describe TWD product changes, and the effects of those changes on two attributes related to team speed and two attributes related to product quality, within six long-term open-source projects. Our results indicate that when developers exercised some of their changes with automated tests, on average they made significantly larger changes over time while significantly reducing their product's complexity. And, when they exercised all of their changes with tests, on average they made significantly smaller changes over time. We interpret these results to indicate that practicing TWD supports faster simplification of a product. Therefore, we conclude that teams that need to reduce their product's complexity can benefit from practicing TWD.
that story, evolves the system's design and code until all of the tests are working, and then integrates those changes (Beck 1999a) . By taking best practices to extreme levels, teams should be able to develop and deliver their product to their customers more quickly and at higher levels of quality (Beck 1999b) .
Test-Driven Development (TDD) is one of XP's best practices, and possibly the key practice (Beck 1999a; Jeffries et al. 2001; Auer and Miller 2002) . When a team practices TDD, they write automated tests before they write or change their code, to ensure that their changes cause the new tests to move from failing to passing and to add to the team's test assets. Because they write their automated product tests before they change their product, they practice the Test-First Development (TFD) step within TDD and XP.
In principle, teams executing TFD could develop their product more quickly and at a higher level of quality-it could focus them, removing excess from their activities and helping them leverage automated test assets to improve their internal and external product quality. This hypothesis has been the subject of some research, and the results have been mixed. One subset of the researchers has studied students to determine the effects of TFD. Typically, they have conducted controlled experiments and overall they have found that practicing TFD increased speed a little but had no effect on quality. Another subset of these researchers has studied professionals by conducting controlled experiments and case-studies. Usually, they have studied real-life projects, albeit over relatively short durations, and overall have found that practicing TFD was the cause of, or correlated with, slightly decreased speed and slightly or moderately increased quality. To date, the relevant research has assumed that a team either practices TFD or they do not, rather than considering that a team may practice it to a degree. We present an overview of the TFD research in Section 2.
Test-With Development
When practicing TFD, developers evolve their automated product tests before making their fine-grained product changes (Beck 2003) , in contrast to practicing Test-Last Development (TLD). In TFD, developers add or change their automated product tests first. And, each of their product changes is typically fine-grained and corresponds to a particular feature. But, when practicing TLD, developers evolve most or all of their automated product tests after making a series of product changes, if they evolve their automated product tests at all. Usually, the series of product changes is large-grained and corresponds to many features. And, in another more traditional variant of TLD, testing specialists evolve manual or automated product tests and then execute them after the development team has developed the features. Thus, there are several potential differences between TFD and TLD: when the product changes are made, relative to the product test changes; how many features are developed; who develops the product tests, the developers themselves or testing specialists; and what type of product tests are developed, manual or automated.
Further, we and others have observed that teams and developers sometimes practice variants of TFD. Sometimes, they evolve their automated product tests and make their product changes at the same time, interleaving them, in support of a particular fine-grained feature. Alternatively, they might make their product changes first and then evolve their automated product tests, also in support of a particular fine-grained feature-some of those performing related studies have differentiated this approach from TFD by referring to it as "iterative test-last" (George and Williams 2003; Pancur et al. 2003; Erdogmus et al. 2005; Janzen and Saiedian 2006; Sanchez et al. 2007 ). So, developers sometimes vary when they change the product and when they change the automated product tests, even if they are making finegrained changes for a particular feature.
Hence, we define Test-With Development (TWD) as either of these alternative approaches, in addition to the TFD approach. That is, TWD is defined by the co-evolution of automated product tests and product changes, by the developers themselves, in support of a particular fine-grained feature and independent of whether the developer makes the product changes first or last or in an interleaved manner. We choose the "with" modifier because the changes to the product tests are integrated and delivered before or with the related changes to the product, to the rest of the team, usually via a configuration management system.
Finally, we also recognize that developers may practice TWD to a degree. That is, a developer might only develop automated tests for some of the elements of the product changes that they make, instead of developing automated tests for all of them. For example, a Java developer might only develop automated tests for half of the new and changed product methods that they develop when adding a new feature. To reinforce our definition of TWD, and to introduce some ideas that are pertinent to our research, we present a product development example in Section 3.
Multiple Comparative Study
Therefore, given the potential benefits of TWD, assumed from the potential benefits of the TDD practice and the TFD step, and some limitations of the TFD research, we were motivated to begin to answer this question: What are the relationships between practicing TWD, to varying degrees, and some attributes related to team speed and some attributes related to product quality, when those practicing it are real-life software development teams, developing their product over the course of many years?
If the effects on the attributes related to team speed and product quality are significantly different, depending on the degree to which a team has practiced TWD, then future teams may want to practice it (or not) and may want to practice it to a certain degree. Ultimately, knowledge of the differences could allow teams to work more quickly, or to deliver products of higher quality, or both. Given the resources that we allocate to buying and developing software, and the importance of high quality software products to society, this is an important question.
As a result of our motivation to begin answering this question, we conducted a multiple comparative study to explore and describe these relationships. We rebuilt and studied the product and automated product test revisions of six long-term opensource projects and then performed statistical analyses on the resulting data to compare the differences between the effects of practicing TWD. We elaborate on our motivation, our plan, and our protocol for this study in Section 4. Then, we present and interpret its results in Section 5. Following the results, we describe the primary threats to their validity, in Section 6.
In summary, our results indicate that, on average, the degree of TWD that developers practiced when making product changes resulted in some significant differences between the effects of those changes. In Section 7, we present our con-clusions, compare them with others' prior research results, discuss their implications and limitations, and identify potential future work.
Test-First Development Research
Although several researchers have performed studies to investigate the effects of TFD on, or correlations of TFD with, specific attributes of team speed or product quality, the results of their studies have been mixed. Some have found that attributes of team speed increase or stay roughly the same when individuals or a team execute TFD. Others have found that attributes of team speed decrease, if only slightly. However, some have not found any effect on attributes of team speed. Further, some have found that attributes of either the internal or external product quality increase, to a varying degree. Finally, some have been unable to determine the effect of TFD on attributes of product quality.
We have summarized their studies and results in four tables. Table 1 summarizes the studies where students were their subjects. Table 2 summarizes the studies where professionals were their subjects. Table 3 summarizes the attributes of team speed and product quality that they analyzed in each study. Table 4 summarizes the development durations for each study's subjects. We refer the reader to the relevant publications for more specific details on these studies.
Overall, these researchers have found that there is a slight increase in speed when they study students that practice TFD. In contrast, they have also found that there is a slight decrease in speed and a slight to considerable increase in quality when they study professionals that practice TFD.
In addition to the mixed results, we noticed a few things about these studies that we wished to improve upon in our own. Most of these studies have been relatively short in duration: days and weeks. And, all of them have assumed that a team practices TFD or that they do not, rather than considering that a team may practice it to a degree. Finally, they have either contrasted groups in a controlled environment or they have compared similar but not identical real-life projects, rather than contrasting or comparing within a project.
While planning and executing our study, we sought to improve upon these limitations. We studied projects and their products, after they had been completed, which were developed over the course of months and years, rather than studying projects in a controlled environment, or in their context, over the course of a day or weeks. As well, we have observed that developers and teams practice TWD (which includes TFD), and that they practice it to varying degrees. And, we assume that Damm and Lundberg (2006) Case study -Higher Sanchez et al. (2007) Case study -Higher Siniaalto and Abrahamsson (2007) Case study -Higher Nagappan et al. (2008) Case study Slower Higher within a project, the confounding effects of contextual variables (Basili et al. 1986 (Basili et al. , 1999 will be dampened, therefore allowing for more reasonable comparisons. That is, within a project, its product, its process, its technology, and to a certain extent its people will vary less than they would across two or more similar projects.
Product Development Example
In this section, we present a product development example to introduce our software change model, or our frame of reference, which we developed to support our empirical study. The model itself, which we do not include in this paper because of its length, is available in a technical report (Bannerman and Martin 2010) . Consider a contrived software product, written in Java. Further, consider a single product class within that product, Amount, which could be used to model the Table 3 Studied attributes of team speed and product quality   Publication Team speed Product quality Muller and Hagner (2002) Total time Reliability George and Williams (2003) Productivity (time) Acceptance tests Maximilien and Williams (2003) LOC per month Defect rate Pancur et al. (2003) Code coverage, tests passed Williams et al. (2003) Defect density Geras et al. (2004) Total effort Unplanned failures Abrahamsson et al. (2005) LOC, effort, productivity - Erdogmus et al. (2005) Productivity (# of tests) Acceptance test conformance Madeyski (2005) Acceptance tests passed Bhat and Nagappan (2006) Time estimates Defect density Canfora et al. (2006) Time to complete - Damm and Lundberg (2006) -F a u l t r a t e Janzen and Saiedian (2006) Total effort Internal metrics Gupta and Jalote (2007) Effort, productivity Acceptance tests passed Sanchez et al. (2007) Defect density, complexity Siniaalto and Abrahamsson (2007) Program design, code coverage Nagappan et al. (2008) Time estimates Defect density George and Williams (2003) 1 day (or less) Maximilien and Williams (2003) 7 months Pancur et al. (2003) 5 months Williams et al. (2003) 7 months Geras et al. (2004) 1 day (or less) Abrahamsson et al. (2005) 9 weeks Erdogmus et al. (2005) 26 hours (or less) Madeyski (2005) 8 weeks Bhat and Nagappan (2006) 7-12 months Canfora et al. (2006) 1 day (or less) Damm and Lundberg (2006) 12-18 months Janzen and Saiedian (2006) 1 day (or less) Gupta and Jalote (2007) 3 weeks Sanchez et al. (2007) 5 years Siniaalto and Abrahamsson (2007) 9 weeks Nagappan et al. (2008) 7-12 months attributes and behavior for an amount of money. Listing 1 shows a single product method for this class. Within the product method, the developer has coded instructions that will be compiled for a (virtual) machine to execute. She has instructed the machine to get the receiver's value, get the other amount's value, to add them together, and then construct and return a new amount object with the result. Now, assuming the team is maintaining an automated suite of product tests, a test class named AmountTest might look like Listing 2. It includes a simple test to ensure that the original Amount remains unchanged and that the new Amount has the correct value, within a "blue sky add" scenario. Because this test method will exercise the product method when it is compiled and executed, we consider the product method to be exercised by the product tests. Further, if the team is practicing TWD, they will have developed, integrated, and committed this test method with the product method, rather than do so after they have developed several other features.
Next, to make the product more useful, a particular developer modifies the Amount class so that amounts of other currencies can be added to an existing amount. He adds a new and more specific method, which accepts an exchange rate (Listing 3). Assuming that this developer did not modify the automated tests before committing the product changes, the original product method is still exercised by one test. However, the new product method is not. Therefore, in this case, the developer only practiced TWD to a degree.
In making the changes from product revision 1 (Listing 1) to product revision 2 (Listing 3), the developer added a method. At a more precise level, the developer added a certain number of instructions, both in the source code and in the resulting compiled instructions. And, since he did not delete any compiled instructions, the initial net size of his change is equal to the size of the compiled instructions that he added.
Finally, if we look at this class six months later, we might observe that the team has added a currency attribute to the Amount class. Thus, they may have removed the "new" method that had accepted an exchange rate because it was no longer necessary. The newest product method, which has the same signature as the original method, now determines the exchange rate by considering the currency of both amounts, the receiver and the argument (Listing 4). Now, if we reconsider the Amount class at revision 1 (Listing 1), we notice that the signature of the "add" method has remained unchanged, with respect to revision N (Listing 4). However, the compiled instructions within the method have changed. Some of the original compiled instructions have persisted, others have been discarded over time, and new ones have been added.
Similarly, if we reconsider the Amount class at revision 2 (Listing 3), we notice that the team has deleted the second method, with respect to revision N (Listing 4). Therefore, all of its compiled instructions were discarded over time. Thus, we can adjust the initial net size of the change by the discards over time to represent the net size over time for the change-in this case the net size over time is zero instructions per six months because all of the initial compiled instructions were deleted.
Further, we can compare the compiled class from revision 1 with the compiled class from revision 2 to determine the change in two of its attributes related to product quality: its number of potential bugs and its average method complexity. Findbugs is a static analysis tool that can be executed against a compiled class to determine the number of potential bugs within it-this tool does not find the number of defects that will actually be encountered by somebody executing the product; rather, it finds a number of potential defects within the product. Similarly, cyvis is a static analysis tool that can be executed against a compiled class to determine the cyclomatic complexity for each of its methods.
Study Design
In the following subsections, we use the recommendations and guidance from several authors, to communicate our study design (Pinsonneault and Kraemer 1993; Kitchenham et al. 1995; Basili et al. 1999; Lethbridge et al. 2005; Runeson and Host 2009) . Each subsection describes a particular perspective of our study design: (1) its Motivation; (2) its Plan; and (3) its Protocol.
Motivation
In addition to being motivated to study the potential benefits of TWD (Section 1), and being motivated to improve upon some of the limitations of previous TFD studies (Section 2), multiple precedents of mining information from repositories motivated us to design and perform a similar type of study. Card et al. (1987) evaluated software engineering technologies using empirical and statistical methods. By identifying and matching past projects, they were able to derive productivity and reliability values from historical project data. Then, they compared the matched projects to evaluate the effects of particular technologies. And, Cook et al. (1998) proposed that exploratory empirical studies could be both useful and cost-effective. They suggested that organizations can correlate process "factors" and their effects, by using data from existing process and product repositories, And, since 2004, a community at the International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) has been working to evolve the practice of "mining software repositories" Diehl et al. 2005 Diehl et al. , 2006 Gall et al. 2007; Lanza et al. 2008) . A basis for their work is that "software repositories contain a wealth of valuable information for empirical studies in software engineering" ).
Study Plan

Objective
Given our motivation in general, and our motivation to study historical data in particular, our objective was both exploratory and descriptive (Robson 2002; Runeson and Host 2009 )-we could not manipulate the projects (and therefore not explain by proving causal relationships) and we were not trying to improve TFD or TWD. We wished to explore the relationships between the degree of TWD for product changes and the resulting effects on some attributes related to team speed and product quality. We also wished to describe any such relationships, if they existed. Additionally, assuming that our study might identify significant relationships, our other objective was to provide a basis for further research.
Research Question
Our research question, as introduced in Section 1, is: What are the relationships between practicing TWD, to varying degrees, and two attributes related to team speed (initial net size and discards over time) and two attributes related to product quality (potential bugs and average method complexity), when those practicing it are real-life software development teams, developing their product over the course of many years?
Given the existing TFD research results, which have been mixed and are described in Section 2, and the lack of any previous TWD results, our initial hypotheses were based solely on our experience in the software industry. We expected that:
-H1: Increasing the degree of TWD would correspond with a positive effect on the attributes related to team speed, because the increased amount of automated tests would give the developers the confidence necessary to make bigger changes over time. -H2: Increasing the degree of TWD would correspond with a positive effect on the attributes related to product quality, because the increased amount of automated tests would give the developers the confidence necessary to increase the internal quality of their code.
Frame of Reference
Although using theories to develop a research direction is not well established in software engineering (Hannay et al. 2007 ), we developed a theory for our study. The frame of reference, or theory, for our study is our software change model-in this precise set-theory model, we characterize changes to product and automated product test classes, methods, and compiled instructions. We introduced the model's central ideas in the Java example in Section 3, but do not present the model in its entirety, due to its length and detail. However, it is available in a related technical report (Bannerman and Martin 2010) .
With our model, we had a basis to estimate the degree of TWD for a change as well as for measuring the two attributes related to team speed (initial net size and discards over time). We relied on previously defined theories and tools to measure the two attributes related to product quality (potential bugs and average method complexity).
Subject Def inition and Selection Strategy
As illustrated in the Java example in Section 3, the subjects of our study are products as they change over time. And, although subjects should be selected intentionally (Runeson and Host 2009) , we selected ours based on availability, as do many studies (Benbasat et al. 1987 ) and experiments (Sjoberg et al. 2005) . Because open-source projects are publicly available and many have been in development for several or more years, we selected some of these products as our subjects.
At first, our selection criteria was simple: a Java project with more than two years of development history, that maintained both a product and a corresponding set of automated product tests. However, due to our tool set, and problems building projects using other build systems (primarily maven), our criteria became more refined: we also required that the project have its own ant (http://ant.apache.org) build file. We selected several cases from the Apache family of open-source projects (http://www.apache.org), and also selected a couple of projects that we were already familiar with, because of our work in industry.
Data Collection Methods
Because we were motivated to study multiple products and thousands of product revisions, we planned on utilizing partial or full automation. With automation support, we selected all of the self-contained commits-those commits that contained changes to product source code (and optionally changes to automated test source code) and which could be compiled.
Generally, we planned to perform a quantitative study by representing the changes to the attributes of the products with numbers (Fenton and Pfleeger 1997) . Specifically, we performed a static analysis of each product revision and of the appropriate product revision pairs to estimate the degree of TWD that its developer practiced, as well as its initial net size, discards over time, change in the number of potential bugs, and change in average method complexity.
Study Protocol
Before we could measure product version changes, we needed to build a representation of each change that we were going to study. We also needed to be able to analyze the results.
For these needs, we utilized software tools. We were able to use several publicly available tools for some of the tasks. But, for some others, we needed to develop custom tools. In the following sections, we describe the tools and the protocol we used to build, measure, and analyze the product revisions of the products that we studied.
Data Collection Procedures
In a typical open-source project, multiple geographically distributed developers collaborate to build and evolve a software product (Raymond 1999) . Usually, the team of developers shares and coordinates their work via a network and a configuration management tool, such as the Concurrent Versioning System (CVS) (http://www.cvshome.org) or the Subversion system (SVN) (http://subversion.tigris. org). Once a particular developer has added or changed a feature, and optionally added or changed automated tests, he or she commits their changes so that the rest of the team and any continuous integration servers have access to them. The result of the commit is a new revision in the team's repository.
To build the revisions of a product, we used a specific version of the Sun JDK, a specific release version of the ant product, specific versions of any third party dependencies, and a combination of custom shell scripts and the ant build scripts provided by the teams themselves. First, we identified all of the revisions that included Java files in the product change set. Then, we used scripts to update our working copy from the team's repository and to clean and build a particular revision of the product and the product tests. We executed this sequence for each pertinent revision and stored the resulting artifacts, mapped by revision number.
Because the team's product and their build scripts evolved during the lifetime of their project, we had to keep our shell scripts in sync with them. When a build failed, we had to analyze why it had failed and then change our custom shell script to incorporate the correct versions of the JDK, ant, and the thirdparty dependencies, and to select the team's ant tasks which were intended to compile their product and their automated product tests. Thus, unfortunately, we could only partially automate this process.
Once we had rebuilt the product revisions and automated product test revisions for a product, we were able to use our custom and thirdparty tools to measure and estimate values for the degree of TWD, the initial net size, the discards over time, and the changes to the number of potential bugs and the average method complexity. We describe our procedure for doing so in the following subsections.
Independent Variable-Degree of Test-With Development As illustrated in our Java example (Section 3), and defined in our software change model, we assume that the degree to which a developer practices TWD, for a particular change set, will be reflected by the relationships between the automated product tests and the product methods within that change set.
To measure the degree of TWD for a change, we developed and used a custom tool called jeanda (Java Efficiency and Agility) (http://jeanda.tigris.org). It leverages the Byte-Code Engineering Library (BCEL) (http://jakarta.apache.org/bcel) to model and compare revisions of compiled classes, methods, and instructions of Java code. First, it determines the compiled methods that have changed within a product revision pair. Second, it determines which of those methods were referenced by any of the compiled instructions within the automated product test methods, directly or indirectly. Then, it determines the fraction of the changed product methods that were referenced, and presumed exercised, by tests.
If all of the changed product methods had automated test methods related to them, then we categorized the change set as "all." Likewise, if none of the changed product methods had automated test methods related to them, then we categorized the change set as "none." However, if some of the changed product methods had automated test methods related to them, then we categorized the change set as "some." These categories provided the basis for our static analysis in the present study; our future work section describes an alternative and more accurate approach for a dynamic analysis. Zaidman et al. (2008) used an alternative static approach to determine whether or not a team was practicing TDD, in addition to analyzing the co-evolution of a product and its product tests in more general terms. They inferred a relationship between product classes and product test classes based on a naming convention for the corresponding source files. They also inferred that changes to both of the files implied that the developer practiced TDD. However, we wanted a more precise and granular approach and thus chose to probe the relationships between the automated product tests and the product, within the compiled code.
Dependent Variable-Ef fect on Speed (Initial Net Size) With the Lines of Code (LOC) measurement, bigger changes per time period have been assumed to represent higher team speed, as compared to smaller changes in the same time period. But, this is not always the case (Boehm et al. 2000) . However, in contrast to LOC measurements, our initial net size measurement considers changes to compiled instructions, or bytecode instructions, rather than lines of source code. Additionally, it measures the net size of a change, rather than the gross size of a change.
We chose to consider compiled instruction changes rather than LOC changes because the compiler removes organizational changes and allows us to focus on behavioral changes. That is, organizational changes such as alphabetizing methods within a class source file, commenting source lines, adding blank lines, and placing multiple statements on one line do not cause bytecode instruction changes when a class is compiled. And, although some more advanced LOC analysis tools might be capable of doing the same thing, we chose to use the compiler because it was simple for us to incorporate it into our study.
Additionally, we measure the net size of a developer's change, rather than the gross size of a developer's change, so that renaming of namespaces, classes, and methods are not counted twice-we also consider these to be organizational changes rather than behavioral changes. We want our measure to recognize that the simple renaming of a class resulted in X compiled instructions being added to the product and X compiled instructions being deleted from the product, and that the net size of the change was 0 (rather than 2X).
To determine the initial net size of a developer's change set, we also used the jeanda tool. First, it models the classes and methods from before the change. Second, it models the classes and methods from the change. Third, it compares each of the methods to determine which compiled instructions have been added, changed, and deleted. Then, it calculates the net size of the change set, in compiled instructions, by summing the differences for the individual methods and classes.
Nonetheless, we realize that the initial net size of a developer's change only represents one attribute of a team's speed; it is missing the time dimension. That is why we also estimated discards over time-we also wanted to measure the changes that persisted because of a developer's change (and presumably continued to add value).
Dependent Variable-Ef fect on Speed (Discards over Time) As illustrated in our Java example (Section 3), and defined in our software change model, each product revision introduces two subsets of changes to the product: a subset of changes that will persist within the product at least until a certain time, and a subset that will be discarded before that. Therefore, by measuring the fraction of a change set that is discarded over time, we can adjust the initial net size measurement and determine a net size over time.
For example, consider a product revision which adds two product methods. As well, consider another product revision which adds four product methods. Assume that each of the compiled methods has ten bytecode instructions. If after six months, two product methods have persisted from the first revision and only one product method has persisted from the second, then 0% of the first revision has been discarded over time and 75% of the second revision has been discarded over time. Further, the first revision has a bigger net size over time (20 bytecode instructions added per 6 months) than the second revision (10 bytecode instructions added per 6 months), even though the second revision has a bigger initial net size (40 bytecode instructions as compared to 20 bytecode instructions).
To determine the fraction of a developer's change set that was discarded, we also used the jeanda tool. First, it compares the changes between the current revision and a future revision which is at least 150 days beyond the next revision-we also performed an auxiliary study (Bannerman and Martin 2010) which indicated that 80-90% of discards over time occur within 150 days of the initial change and that few discards occur after that.
1 Second, it compares the changes between the next revision and that same future revision. If more changes were persisted by the current revision as compared to the next revision, both relative to the future revision, then the current revision is credited with providing them. Any difference between what the current revision provided initially and what it provided persistently is the fraction that was discarded.
Dependent Variable-Ef fect on Quality (Potential Bugs) Product revisions may introduce or remove actual bugs in the classes and methods that change. However, direct automatic measurement of actual bugs is difficult or impossible. But, if we measure the number of potential bugs before and after a product revision with a tool, we can estimate the effect of the product revision on the number of actual bugs.
For example, consider a potential bug type named "double assignment of field." If the product has five potential bugs of this type before the change, and ten after the change, and the number of other potential bug types has remained the same, then the number of potential bugs has increased by five (+5.0).
To estimate the effect of a developer's change set on the number of bugs in a product revision, we used the findbugs (http://findbugs.sourceforge.net) tool. This tool executes a static analysis of compiled Java code to find potential bugs in three broad categories: correctness, bad practice, and dodgy (Ayewah et al. 2008) . First, we isolated the changed product classes from before the change and executed findbugs against them. Second, we isolated the changed product classes from the change and then similarly executed findbugs against them. Thus, the number of potential bugs increased if the second measurement was bigger than the first; for this study, we did not distinguish between the categories of bugs.
Dependent Variable-Ef fect on Quality (Average Method Complexity) Similar to the change in the number of potential bugs, product revisions may increase or decrease the average method complexity of the classes that change. Therefore, if we measure the average method complexity before and after a product revision, we can determine the effect of the product revision on the average method complexity.
For example, consider the cyclomatic complexity of a method. If the complexity is ten before the change, and five after the change, and none of the other methods has changed, then the method complexity has decreased by five (−5.0). And, if the class contains two other methods, each with a method complexity of 10.0, then the average method complexity for the class has decreased from 10.0 (30.0 / 3) to 8.33 (25.0 / 3), which is a change of −1.67.
To determine the effect of a developer's product revision on the complexity of the product, we used the cyvis (http://cyvis.sourceforge.net) tool. This tool executes a static analysis to measure the cyclomatic complexity (McCabe 1976) of methods of compiled Java code. First, we isolated the changed classes from before the change and then measured the complexities of their methods to calculate the old average method complexity. Second, we isolated the changed classes from the change and then measured their method complexities to calculate the new average method complexity. Thus, the complexity increased if the new average method complexity was bigger than the old average method complexity.
Analysis Procedures
Before analyzing our data, we had to relate the data from our independent variable to each of our dependent variables. We related the data by writing custom scripts to select and join the pertinent information from each of the individual result sets. For example, to determine a discard over time measurement for revision 200 of a particular product, we selected the particular row from our degree of TWD data for revision 200, selected the particular row from our discard over time data for revision 200, and joined the pertinent columns from each row.
Once we had the related data, we utilized the R project for Statistical Computing (http://www.r-project.org) to support our analysis of it, in accordance with the preliminary guidelines for empirical research (Kitchenham et al. 2002) . First, we used it to provide a descriptive analysis of our data; we used it to create scatterplots, histograms, and boxplots of the data and to identify potential extreme outliers. Second, we used it to provide an inferential analysis of our data; we used it to compare and analyze the differences between the means for the three categories of TWD and their related effects.
Based on the descriptive analyses of our data, we identified the extreme outliers after transforming the data (if necessary) and then applying a thresholding rule. Generally, the data was not skewed but it did exhibit excess kurtosis (usually centered around zero); therefore, when appropriate we transformed the data into more normal distributions with log transformations. Then, we applied a thresholding rule-we considered the outliers to be extreme if they were outside three standard deviations from the mean.
After identifying the extreme outliers, we investigated their causes to convince ourselves that they could be considered outside of "normal," so that we could justify excluding them from our data. We identified several causes for these extreme outliers:
-Major reorganizations of the product (for example, namespace changes).
-Merging two streams of product code (for example, incorporating "sandbox" code into the trunk stream once it was considered ready). -Moving from one version of the JDK to another (for example, from 1.3 to 1.4)-this occurred at most two times per project we studied. -Multiple developments that were "queued up" because of compilation problems (for example, several or many commits were made while the build was broken). -Removing part of the product (for example, part of the product had been extracted and was now available as a third party library).
Since none of these infrequent activities has any bearing upon the degree of TWD that a developer practices, and since all of the extreme outliers were due to one of these causes, we excluded the extreme outliers. To compare and analyze the differences between the means for the effects of the three categories of TWD (none, some, all), we used the Welch Two Sample unpaired t-test because the scatterplots and boxplots indicated that the variances were different and the data was not paired. Before doing so, we transformed the discards over time data sets from non-normal distributions to normal distributions, via bootstrapping, so that we could determine the confidence intervals for the differences between their means, in addition to their p-values; the other data sets were already in normal form. For the Welch Two Sample unpaired t-test, we used the 90% confidence level.
Summary
We were motivated to execute an empirical study to explore and describe the effects of TWD product changes on team speed and product quality. Based on our motivation, we decided to execute a multiple comparative study. Further, we decided to study open-source projects by mining their repositories, because they contain a wealth of freely available information.
Once we had decided to execute our study, we developed our plan for it incrementally as we iterated over what we wanted to achieve, the frame of reference for our study, what we wanted to study, and how we wanted to collect our data (Robson 2002; Runeson and Host 2009) . We settled on exploring and describing the degree of TWD practiced by a team and the effects of the related changes on specific attributes related to team speed (initial net size and discards over time) and product quality attributes (potential bugs and average method complexity). Then, we evolved our study plan and our study protocol to facilitate collection and analysis of valid data.
Study Results
As described in Section 4, we rebuilt the revisions of the software products for our subject projects, and then measured the degree of TWD and the attributes related to team speed and the attributes related to product quality, for each set of changes that developers had made to those products. Then, we correlated the measurements and analyzed the differences between the means, as well as the statistical significances of the differences. In this section, we summarize and interpret the analysis results. In the next section, we examine the threats to the validity of the results.
To keep this results section focused (Robson 2002 ), we have not included the scatterplot, histogram, and boxplot diagrams of the measurements. For the same reason, we have not included tabular summaries for each of the projects; they are available in our technical report (Bannerman and Martin 2010) . Instead, we present lattice plots to summarize the mean values for each of the measures and the confidence intervals for each of the comparisons (except for the net size over time measure, which is derived from the initial net size and the discards over time measures). Finally, we present the percent differences for some of the comparisons, to highlight significant differences.
Projects Studied
The projects we studied were: (1) ant; (2) cayenne; (3) commons-codec; (4) ehcache; (5) hadoop-core; and (6) xstream. Each of these are open-source projects that have been developed over many years. More details about them, and the data that we gathered from them, are available in our technical report. Figure 1 summarizes the average initial net size of the changes that developers made, in terms of method instructions, for each project. These results show that when these developers exercised some of their changes with tests, they made bigger changes than when they exercised none of their changes with tests. Similarly, these results show that when these developers exercised all of their changes with tests, they made similarly sized or smaller changes than when they exercised none of their changes with tests. Figure 2 summarizes the confidence intervals for the differences between the some-none and the all-none initial net size measurement comparisons. It also indicates the significances of the differences, with shading, according to the vertical color key on the far right of the figure. The significant confidence intervals confirm that the developer changes had bigger initial net sizes when they exercised some of their changes with tests, as compared to when they exercised none of their changes with tests; typically, the intervals indicate that those changes were between 0 and 100 method instructions bigger. They also confirm that the developer changes had smaller initial net sizes when they exercised all of their changes with tests, as compared to when they exercised none of their changes with tests; typically, the intervals indicate that those changes were between 0 and 100 method instructions smaller. Figure 3 summarizes the percentage differences between the averages for the some-none and the all-none initial net size measurement comparisons, relative to the none measurements. These results show that when these developers exercised some of their changes with tests, on average they made 75-500+% bigger changes than when they exercised none of their changes with tests. Similarly, these results show that when these developers exercised all of their changes with tests, on average they made 25-100% smaller changes than when they exercised none of their changes with tests. Figure 4 summarizes the discards over time for the changes that developers made, in terms of the percentages of the initial changes that were discarded, for each project. These results show that between 0 and 45% of the initial changes were discarded over time. However, there is no pattern that corresponds to the degree of TWD that the developers practiced. When these developers exercised some of their changes with tests, sometimes more and sometimes less of their changes were discarded over time, as compared to when they exercised none of their changes with tests. The same is true for when they exercised all of their changes with tests, as compared to when they exercised none of their changes with tests. Figure 5 summarizes the confidence intervals for the differences between the some-none and the all-none discards over time measurement comparisons. It also indicates the significances of the differences, with shading, according to the vertical color key on the far right of the figure. All but one of the confidence intervals are significant, indicating that there were significant differences between the groups that were compared. However, in both the some-none and all-none comparison groups, there are cases where developers exercised their changes with tests and fewer of their changes were discarded over time (cayenne in the all-none comparison group) and cases where developers exercised their changes with tests and more of their changes were discarded over time (hadoop-core in the some-none comparison group). Additionally, these results show that the differences between the discards over time typically varied between ±10%, for the projects that we studied. Figure 6 summarizes the net size over time of the changes that developers made, derived from the average initial net size and the average discards over time values, for each project. These results show that when these developers exercised some of their changes with tests, they made bigger changes than when they exercised none of their changes with tests. Similarly, these results show that when these developers exercised all of their changes with tests, they made smaller changes than when they exercised none of their changes with tests. So, even though there was up to a 10% difference with respect to the percentage of changes that were discarded over time, the pattern from the results for the initial net size comparisons remained similar over time. Figure 7 summarizes the percentage differences between the derived values for the some-none and the all-none net size over time measurement comparisons, relative to the none measurements. These results show that when these developers exercised some of their changes with tests, on average they made 50-500+% bigger changes than when they exercised none of their changes with tests. Similarly, these results show that when these developers exercised all of their changes with tests, on average 
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Potential Bugs
Figure 8 summarizes the change in the potential bugs for the changes that developers made, for each project. These results show that, on average, all of the types of changes resulted in fewer potential bugs; whether the developers practiced TWD or not, there were fewer potential bugs in the affected code after they made their changes. However, these results do not identify a clear pattern where the developers practiced TWD, to some degree or fully, and removed more or less potential bugs than when they did not practice it. Figure 9 summarizes the confidence intervals for the differences between the some-none and the all-none change in potential bugs measurement comparisons. It also indicates the significances of the differences, with shading, according to the vertical color key on the far right of the figure. Only two of the confidence intervals are significant. And, most of the confidence intervals straddle 0. Therefore, the comparisons do not indicate more or less potential bugs after a developer has made a change, practicing TWD to some degree or fully, both as compared to not practicing TWD at all. But, if we interpret the trend in these intervals, they indicate that practicing TWD to some degree or fully when making a change, as compared to not practicing it, may result in 0-1 fewer potential bugs being removed by the change. Figure 10 summarizes the average change in the average method complexity for the changes that developers made, for each project. These results show that when these developers exercised some of their changes with tests, on average they reduced the average method complexity of the methods that they changed. In contrast, the results also show that these developers, on average, increased the average method complexity of those methods when they exercised none of their changes with tests. Also in contrast, the results show that these developers, on average, sometimes increased and sometimes decreased the average method complexity of the methods that they changed when they exercised all of their changes with tests. Figure 11 summarizes the confidence intervals for the differences between the some-none and the all-none change in average method complexity measurement comparisons. It also indicates the significances of the differences, with shading, according to the vertical color key on the far right of the figure. Three significant confidence intervals and three other consistent confidence intervals in the somenone comparison indicate that the developer changes reduced the average method complexity when they exercised some of their changes with tests, as compared to when they exercised none of their changes with tests; typically, the intervals indicate that those changes were between 0 and 0.1 less complex. And, although there are no significant confidence intervals in the all-none comparison, these intervals seem to confirm the neutrality of developers making changes when they practice TWD fully, as compared to not practicing it at all; sometimes they increase the average method complexity of the methods they change and sometimes they decrease it. Finally, Fig. 12 summarizes the percentage differences between the averages for the some-none and the all-none average method complexity measurement comparisons, relative to the none measurements. These results show that when these developers exercised some of their changes with tests, on average they reduced the average method complexity of the methods they changed by 50-600%, as compared to when they exercised none of their changes with tests. However, these results also show that when these developers exercised all of their changes with tests, on average they reduced or increased the average method complexity of the methods they changed by 200-600% or 50-150% respectively, as compared to when they exercised none of their changes with tests.
Threats to Validity
Compilation Instructions
Some reviewers of our study identified a threat to the validity of its data. Specifically, they suggested that unstable compilation instructions could have introduced noise into the data. Below, we describe the threat, our analysis to remove it, and the results of our analysis.
If the compilation instructions for a project are not stable, then noise may be introduced into the data. When compilation instructions and developer changes intersect, compiled instruction changes result from changes in the compilation instructions and from source code changes made by a developer. The compiled instruction changes resulting from the compilation instructions can be thought of as noise, whereas the changes resulting from the source code changes can be thought of as signal. Therefore, the signal to noise ratio in the data could degrade if the compilation instructions change too often or if the intensity is too great; the noise could obfuscate results or cause the results to be interpreted incorrectly. Specifically, increased noise due to changes in compilation, rather than actual developer changes, could have raised the initial net size and discards over time values. This may have made it more difficult to identify that practicing a certain degree of TWD results in bigger or smaller changes over time.
To remove this threat, we performed two types of analysis to confirm that the compilation instructions were stable for all of the project lifetimes that we studied. Initially, we gathered all of the revisions of the ant build files for the projects and compared the XML elements (and their compilation attributes) that the teams used to describe their Java compilation tasks. Following that, we replaced the Java class in the tools.jar that the ant javac task uses with a "decorator" which logged the actual compilation instructions, so that we could compare those compilation instructions from revision to revision as we rebuilt the revisions.
As a result of these comparisons, we found that the compilation instructions were very stable, with a couple of specific exceptions: changing versions of the JDK and one specific compilation task attribute for one revision in the ant project. Since we were studying projects over the course of many years, all of the projects made a change from one version of the JDK to another; plus, a couple of the projects went through this transition twice. As well, when comparing the XML elements and their attributes, we also identified a single revision in the ant project (revision 267600) where the javac task's default deprecation attribute changed. Therefore, each project had at most three revisions where the compilation instruction noise was mixed together with the developer source code signal. As described in Section 4.3, when the data from these revisions was outside of the normal distribution, it was removed.
Static TWD Analysis
Another threat to the validity of our data is our measurement for the degree of TWD that a developer practiced while making a product revision (Section 4.3.1). Presently, our measure is determined by static analysis. This analysis gives the developer the "benefit of the doubt" by potentially overestimating the degree to which they practiced TWD-due to dynamic binding in Java we treat indirect references from an automated test method to a product method as if the product method would be exercised by the test method. It also treats a method as either completely exercised or not at all exercised, potentially crediting a developer with taking a TWD approach even if they have not exercised the new or changed paths within a particular changed product method.
These two problems could cause some data in our study to be mis-classified. A developer's product change that was made without exercising the product changes with automated tests could be interpreted as if the developer had practiced TWD to some degree, or even fully. Because previous automated tests were in place to exercise some or all of the changed methods, changes that should be classified as none could be classified as some or all. Similarly, changes that should be classified as some could be classified as all.
In practice, the first problem with static analysis is nearly moot; after analyzing all of the revisions of all of the projects we studied, 82% of the relationships from automated test methods to product methods are direct. Further, the other 18% of the relationships are from abstract automated test methods to abstract product methods; when we manually analyzed 50 of these, only two product change methods had been treated as if they had been exercised when they were not. These results are consistent with our industrial experience-most automated tests are written at the unit level and test a public method of that unit directly.
With respect to the second problem, we manually analyzed 100 samples of the changes that were made, across all projects, to see if we correctly classified them with respect to the degree of TWD that the developer actually practiced: none, some, or all. For 96 of these samples, our static analysis classification and our manual classification match. Nonetheless, as identified in the future work of Section 7, we think that the degree of TWD that a developer practiced should be determined with a dynamic approach.
Indeed, we would have preferred to have used a dynamic approach to measure the relationships between the automated product tests and the product. Rather than potentially overestimating the relationships and the path exercises, we could have measured the actual exercising of those changed product methods by executing the product tests. But, our early efforts to build and execute product tests against each product revision were stymied. We found doing so to be difficult or nearly impossible for the projects we studied; often it was difficult to build the product so that it could be monitored and more often the tests would not execute (due to further environmental setup requirements that changed over time). Therefore, we accepted this limitation for this present study.
Tool Bias
A third threat to the validity of our data is tool bias, which could result from developers using the same tools as us (Section 4.3.1) to help them create bigger or smaller changes, reduce the number of potential bugs, or reduce the average method complexity. For example, if certain developers on a team were more prone to practice TWD and if they also used an additional tool to help them reduce the number of potential bugs when they made a change, this could confound the relationships between practicing TWD and its effects on the number of potential bugs.
To investigate this threat, we downloaded and searched the mail archives 2 for each of the projects that we studied. Our search results do not indicate that any of the projects used additional tools to help them create bigger or smaller changes (specifically jeanda). Similarly, our search results do not indicate that any of the projects used additional tools to help them reduce their average method complexity (specifically cyvis).
However, our search results do indicate that a couple of the developers from two of the projects, commons-codec and hadoop-core, discussed using the findbugs tool during the final year of our study of their projects. Since there were no significant results related to findbugs within the commons-codec project, there are no results to invalidate. But, within the hadoop-core project, there was a significant result which indicated that practicing TWD fully resulted in between 0 and 2 more potential bugs, on average. So, if we assume that developers using the findbugs tool would on average remove more potential bugs, as measured by findbugs, and we assume that the two hadoop-core developers used findbugs but did not practice TWD fully, then they may have created an artificial difference between themselves and the developers who did practice TWD fully. Therefore, this hadoop-core potential bugs significant result might be invalid.
Potential Bugs
Another threat to the validity of our data, specifically our potential bugs data, is the indirect relationship between practicing TWD and removing potential bugs, as defined by the findbugs tool. We and some of our study reviewers agree that developers that practice TWD are generally not intentionally and directly removing potential bugs from their product. And, we and they agree that it is more likely that the developers are practicing TWD to ensure that their product changes function properly and to give them confidence that they haven't broken anything. But, we think that developers that practice TWD might indirectly remove more potential bugs, because their increased confidence allows them to refactor and simplify their product, which could remove bugs that were introduced because of complexity.
In contrast, they are skeptical that practicing TWD could result in a significant reduction in potential bugs, even indirectly, because they feel that the types of potential bugs removed as a result of refactoring are different than the types of potential bugs found by the findbugs tool.
Our thinking was and is based on both our experience and some of the past study results. In our experience, practicing TWD can remove all sorts of potential problems, including bugs, from source code. And, several case studies have found a reduction in a variety of measures related to actual bugs when developers have practiced TFD: (1) defect density Bhat and Nagappan 2006; Sanchez et al. 2007; Nagappan et al. 2008) ; (2) defect rate ; and (3) fault rate (Damm and Lundberg 2006) . Therefore, we think it was reasonable to study a potential relationship between developers practicing TWD and the resulting changes in the number of potential bugs.
Their thinking is based on their experience and a lack of past study results specific to findbugs. In their experience, several other types of development activities are also likely to cause the removal of potential bugs (as defined by findbugs)-for example, design and review activities. And, they wonder whether developers would even agree with the findbugs definitions of potential bugs, which could result in a higher measure of potential bugs even when the developers themselves would think that they had removed potential bugs. Also, although past studies have found a reduction in measures related to actual bugs, they point out that none of them have found a reduction in potential bugs (again, as defined by findbugs). Therefore, they question whether it was reasonable to study this potential relationship.
So, even if our study had found significant relationships between TWD and potential bugs, these results would have been subject, due to the threats to validity that these reviewers suggest.
Conclusion
In this section, we present our conclusions, drawn from the study results in Section 5 and our interpretation of them. Additionally, we relate our results to the results of the previous studies on TFD, which we presented in Section 2. Then, we discuss the implications and limitations of our results. Finally, we suggest some potential future work that we have identified during the planning, execution, and reporting of this study.
Conclusions
Based on our study design (Section 4) and our study results (Section 5), when a developer practiced TWD while making product changes, the effects of those changes on the attributes related to team speed and product quality were significantly different than when they did not. Further, the degrees to which they practiced TWD corresponded with different effects on the specific attributes that we studied.
When they exercised some of their product changes with tests, on average they made significantly bigger product changes over time that resulted in significantly less average method complexity in the product. In contrast, when they exercised all of their product changes with tests, they made significantly smaller product changes over time that did not significantly increase or decrease the average method complexity in the product. Finally, the number of potential bugs within the product was not significantly different according to the degree of TWD that a developer practiced.
These results agree in part and disagree in part with our initial hypotheses, in Section 4. The results for developers practicing TWD to some degree agree with our initial hypotheses: bigger changes over time and less average method complexity. However, the results for developers practicing TWD fully do not agree with our initial hypotheses: smaller changes over time with no significant differences in average method complexity. Finally, we did expect that practicing TWD to some degree, and fully, would decrease the number of potential bugs; our results do not support that conclusion.
We interpret these results to indicate that automated testing of product changes, before sharing those changes with the rest of the team, enabled the teams that we studied to reduce their product's internal complexity more quickly than when they did not. Further, we interpret these results to indicate that the teams that we studied reduced their product's internal complexity incrementally, rather than all at once.
We interpret the bigger changes over time and the lower average method complexity to be the result of refactoring; when a developer has automated tests to support refactoring, they are more likely to simplify their product and remove duplication from it because they have more confidence that they will not break anything. And, we interpret the smaller changes over time to be the ultimate benefit of reducing the product's complexity; once areas of a product have been simplified then only smaller changes will be necessary to achieve the desired effects.
Therefore, based on these interpretations, we conclude that teams can benefit from practicing TWD. In particular, we conclude that they can reduce their product's complexity more quickly when they practice TWD, incrementally adding automated tests to support its simplification.
Relation to Existing Studies
The existing studies on TFD are either case studies or controlled experiments which have compared the effects of TFD between projects and products, rather than within a product. That is, the unit of analysis has been the product, and how TFD affected it as compared to another, rather than how it affected the changes to the same product over time. Additionally, each of the studies, including our own, has studied different attributes related to team speed and product quality (see Section 2, Table 3 ). Finally, we have studied TWD, which includes TFD and two additional variants that also describe a developer delivering fine-grained changes to their product in addition to tests for those changes. These differences make it difficult to compare our results to the results of the other studies.
Nonetheless, when we do compare them, our results match some parts of the other studies' results. Our results for developers practicing TWD to some degree match the increase in attributes related to speed from the results of the student studies (Section 2, Table 1 ) and the increase in attributes related to quality from the results of the professional studies (Section 2, Table 2 ). In contrast our results for developers practicing TWD fully match the decrease in attributes related to speed from the results of the professional studies.
Implications and Limitations
One implication of our study is that the extra effort (perceived or actual) involved in maintaining automated tests can be justified. If bigger changes over time and reducing the average method complexity are deemed to be worth the extra effort, then a team should practice TWD to some degree. This implication might be particularly useful to a team that knows they need to make many changes over time to simplify a complex system. Plus, if eventual stability is valued by a team, practicing TWD may allow them to get to the point where all product changes are exercised by automated tests and thus facilitate smaller changes over time.
Another implication of the study is that a team might benefit from testing their fine-grained product changes, even if they write their automated product tests along with or after their product changes. That is, they might benefit from TWD even if they do not practice TFD in a strict manner-it may be more effective to develop tests with product changes than to develop them before product changes.
However, our study design prevents us from proving (statistically) that practicing TWD to a degree is the cause for the significant effects that we observed. Rather, we have only been able to prove (statistically) that there are significant differences between the means (averages) for some of the effects we studied-in particular, the net size over time and the average method complexity. This is the main limitation of our study.
As well, we would not yet recommend generalizing beyond the Java open-source population. Although we have no particular reasons to believe that the results may differ significantly, differences such as technology, experience, product type, and timelines could yield conflicting results. Hopefully, future studies can expand the population for which these results are valid and identify the boundaries of those where they are not.
Future Work
The most compelling question raised by this study is whether practicing TWD to a degree is the cause (or a cause) of the significantly different effects we observed on the attributes related to team speed and product quality. Therefore, we submit that this is an important area of future work.
As well, as described in Section 5, we think that measuring the degree of TWD more accurately is an important area of future work. That is, rather than measure the degree of TWD with a static analysis tool, we think that future work should attempt to measure it with a dynamic analysis tool (such as Clover, Cobertura, or Emma).
In addition, this study has identified that a team can benefit from developing and delivering product tests with their product changes. That is, they can benefit from practicing TWD, which may or may not require practicing TFD. Therefore, we submit that an important area of future work will be determining whether the benefits of TWD come from developing product tests first (as in TFD), or just from developing product tests with product changes, as opposed to TLD.
We submit that another important area of future work is identifying the boundaries of the external validity for our results. For example, do these results hold if we expand to tens or hundreds of Java open-source projects? And, are the results similar for C# .NET open-source projects and for "closed-source" projects?
A final important area of future work is identifying the scope of the potential benefits of TWD. Are the potential benefits limited to increased net size over time and decreased average method complexity or are there others? And, are there potential detriments? To find out, we or others will need to study the effects of practicing TWD on other attributes of team speed or product quality. Additionally, is there a profile with which a team could optimize the potential benefits of TWD by practicing it to a certain degree, such as 25%, 50%, 75%, or 100%? Further, should a team practice TWD to different degrees, according to the current complexity of the product, or should they always practice it to a certain degree?
Summary
We began our study with this general research question: What are the relationships between practicing TWD, to varying degrees, and two attributes related to team speed (initial net size and discards over time) and two attributes related to product quality (potential bugs and average method complexity), when those practicing it are real-life software development teams, developing their product over the course of many years?
In preparation for answering this question, we developed a precise software change model (Bannerman and Martin 2010 ) so that we could determine the degree of TWD, the initial net size, and the discards over time for a particular developer's change. Then, we calibrated that model by performing an auxiliary study (Bannerman and Martin 2010) to determine how far into the future we needed to "look" to estimate the effect on one attribute related to a team's speed: discards over time-150 days was the answer. After that, we planned and designed our main study to explore and describe the relationships between practicing TWD when making a change and the effects of the change on the two attributes related to team speed and two attributes related to product quality (Section 4). Finally, we executed our main study, assembled its results, and analyzed its validity (Section 5).
Our main study results indicate that there were significant differences between developers practicing TWD when making a change, and the resulting effects on the attributes that we studied. When the developers exercised some of their changes with tests, they made significantly larger changes over time while significantly reducing their product's average method complexity. And, when they exercised all of their changes with tests, they made significantly smaller changes over time but did not significantly affect their product's average method complexity. However, in neither case did they significantly affect the number of potential bugs within their changes.
We interpret these results to indicate that developers refactored their product more when they developed their tests with their product changes, reducing the complexity of their product faster. Therefore, we conclude that teams that wish to reduce the complexity of their product over time, and to do so more quickly, can benefit from practicing TWD.
